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A square matrix B is called a nonnegative matrix (written P^O)

if each element of B is a nonnegative number. It is well known [l]

that every nonnegative matrix B has a nonnegative characteristic

root piB) (the Perron root of B) such that each characteristic root X

of B satisfies |X| ^p(P).

A square matrix A is called an M-matrix if it has the form k-I — B,

where B is a nonnegative matrix, k>piB), and / denotes the identity

matrix. In case A is a real, square matrix with nonpositive off-di-

agonal elements, each of the following is a necessary and sufficient

condition for A to be an M-matrix [4, p. 387].

(1) Each principal minor of A is positive.

(2) A is nonsingular, and ^4_1^0.

(3) Each real characteristic root of A is positive.

(4) There is a row vector x with positive entries (x>0) such that

x^4>0.
If A is an ikf-matrix, then A has a positive characteristic root qiA)

which is minimal, in the sense that for each characteristic root fi of A,

qiA)^\fi\ [4, p. 389]. Bounds for qiA) can be readily obtained

using known bounds for the Perron root of a nonnegative matrix. In

this paper, as in [2], we reverse this procedure, studying the char-

acteristic roots of M-matrices in order to find new bounds for Perron

roots.

Ky Fan proved the following lemma [3]:

Lemma A. Let A = (a,y) be an M-matrix of order ra. Then the matrix

C=(c,y) given by

dj = a,y — ainanjil/ann)        ii, j = 1,2, • • • , n — 1).

is an M-matrix, and c.y^a.y (*, j= 1, 2, • • • , w — 1).

In [2] we generalized Lemma A by using certain principal minors

in place of single elements of A. Here we prove a different generaliza-

tion of Fan's lemma, contained in Theorem 1.

We denote the submatrix of a matrix A formed using rows

i\, h, • • • , iv and columns ju j2, • ■ • jp by A iii, i2, • • • , ip;

j\, ji, • • • , jp)- For principal submatrices we abbreviate this to

A iii, i2, • ■ • , ip). At,j denotes the element of A in row i and column/.
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Theorem 1. Let M be an M-matrix of order n = mk, partitioned into

the form
'An    Ai2 • ■ • Au~

A2i    A22 ■ • ■ Anc
M =

-Aki    Ak2 • ■ ■ Akk_

where each A^ is an mXm matrix. Let <f>(M) denote the matrix

~Bn        Bi2     ■ - ■ Bi,k_i

B2i        B22     • • ■ B2jk_i

-Pfc-1,1      P*—1,2  "   "   '  -Bfc_i,/t_i_

where Bij = Atj — AikAlkAkj. Then

(5) d>(M) is an M-matrix, of order m(k — l),

(6) <p(M)i,j^Mi,j,fori,j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m(k-l),
(7) det d»(M)= det M/det Akk, and

(8) q(<j>(M))^q(M).

The proof of the theorem depends on two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let P= (<<,) be an M-matrix of order n, with minimal char-

acteristic root q(T). Let X be a number such that X < q(T). Then

det(P-X/)>0.

Proof. If wi, co2, • • • , co„ are the characteristic roots of P,det(F—X/)

= XI"-i (w<—X). For each real oi,-, Wi^g(P)>X, so that «i—X>0. The

complex factors w,—X occur in conjugate pairs whose product is posi-

tive. Thus det (P-X/)>0.

Lemma 2. Let S= (sij) be an M-matrix of order n, let \be a number

such that 0<\<q(S), and let t be an integer such that 0^t<n. Then

the determinant of the matrix obtained from S by subtracting X from

each of the first t main diagonal elements Sn, s22, ■ ■ ■ , s(( is positive.

Proof. Let T be the matrix obtained from S by adding X to the

main diagonal elements St+i.«+i> ■ " • i sn,n- Since X>0, T^S and the

off-diagonal elements of T are nonpositive, so [4, p. 389] P is an M-

matrix and q(T)^q(S). Thus, since X<a(P), Lemma 1 implies that

det (P —XI) >0, which proves Lemma 2.

Proof of Theorem 1. Since M has nonpositive off-diagonal ele-

ments, Aik and yljy are nonpositive matrices if i, J9*k. Also Akk, a

principal submatrix of M, is itself an APmatrix [4, p. 390], so that
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An^O. Thus AtkAuA^O, so that Pyg A y, verifying (6). So 0(M)
has nonpositive off-diagonal elements, and to show that $(M) is an

M-matrix we prove now that each principal minor of <f>iM) is positive.

Let P be the nonnegative, raXra matrix

[I      on
F = _i   .

LO    Akk J

Then

^4ii ■ • ■ AikAkk

An ■ • • AikAkk
MF =

.An ■ ■ ■      I     .

has nonpositive off-diagonal elements. Also, by (4), since M is an

M-matrix, there is a vector x with positive entries (x>0) such that

xM>0. Then also (xM)F>0, since P^O and F has at least one posi-

tive element in each column. (Each main diagonal element of the

inverse of an M-matrix, being the quotient of two positive principal

minors, is positive.) Thus, by (4), MF is an M-matrix. Moreover,

<piM)=(biMF), so it suffices to show that each principal minor of

<piMF) is positive.

To this end, write

Cn    C12 • ■ • Cik~

C2i    C22 • • • Cm
MF =

_Cki    Cki • • ■   / _

with Cij = Aij if J9*k, and Cik=AikAt~k1. Then it is easily verified that

a typical element of d>iMF), say iCij—CaCk/)a.p, can be written as

the determinant

iCij)a,S       iCik)a,l      iCik)a,2   "   •   ' (C«)a,m"

(C*i)l,S

det   (Gy)s.0 I

_(Cty)m,S

Thus by Sylvester's identity [5, p. 16], if </>(M.F)(ii, i2, • ■ • , it) is a

principal submatrix of <piMF), then
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det {<p(MF)(iui2, ■ ■ ■ ,it)}

= (det I)1-1 det (MF)(iu i2, ■ ■ ■ , it, n - m + 1, ■ ■ ■ , n) > 0.

This completes the proof that <p(M) is an Af-matrix.

To verify (7), we use Sylvester's identity again to write

det (<t>(M)) = det <b(MF) = det MF = det M det F

= det M/det Akk.

Finally, to show that q(<p(M))^q(M), we write the characteristic

polynomial of <p(M) in the form

"Pn      • • • I>i,*-i   "

det (<t>(M) - xl) = det      .     ,

-Dk—i,i ■ ■ ■ Pjb-i.ii-i.

where Dij=(Aij—bijxl)— A^A^A^. (S<y is the Kronecker symbol.)

Then clearly <p(M) — xI is the same as the matrix <p(Q(x)), where

Q(x) agrees with the matrix M except that the matrix xl has been

subtracted from each of the submatrices An, A22, ■ ■ • , Ak-i,k-i. (The

construction of <p(Q(x)) from Q(x), and part (7) of Theorem 1, require

only that yl^1 exists, and not that Q(x) be an Af-matrix.) So as in

(7), we have det (<p(M) -xl) =det cp(Q(x)) =det Q(x)/det Akk.

Now if 0<X<g(Af), Lemma 2 implies that det£>(X)>0. Also,

det yl«->0, since it is a principal minor of M. Thus det (4>(M) —XI)

>0, and so no real characteristic root of (j>(M) is less than q(M). I.e.

q(<j>(M)) ^q(M), completing our proof.

Applying Theorem 1, we obtain the following theorem about the

Perron root of a nonnegative matrix.

Theorem 2. If B is a nonnegative matrix of order n = mk, and

h>p(B), the Perron root of B, then

(9) D = hi — tp(hl — B) is a nonnegative matrix of order m(k — l),

(10) Dij^Bufor i,j=l, 2, • • • , m(k-l), and

(11) p(B)^p(D).

Proof. Let M = hl-B. Then Piy = M,J-</>(Af)i;^/j5,7-Af,y = P,y

^0, verifying (9) and (10). Ahoh-p(D) =q(<p(M)) ̂ q(M)=h-p(B),

so that p(B)^p(D).
As in [2], the use of known lower bounds for the Perron root of D

leads to bounds for p(B). Similarly, Theorem 1 gives new bounds for

q(M), by applying known upper bounds for the minimal character-

istic root of the Af-matrix <p(M).

Added in proof. The author has since discovered the fact that the
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matrix <piM) can also be constructed using the method in [2, Lemma

1].
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